Calculated fission yields of neutron-deficient mercury isotopes
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The recent unexpected discovery of asymmetric fission of 180Hg following the electron-capture decay of 180Tl has led to intense interest in experimentally mapping the fission-yield properties over more extended regions of the nuclear chart and compound-system energies. We present here a first calculation of fission-fragment yields for neutron-deficient Hg isotopes, using the recently developed Brownian Metropolis shape motion treatment. The results for 180Hg are in approximate agreement with the experimental data. For 174Hg the symmetric yield increases strongly with decreasing energy, an unusual feature, which would be interesting to verify experimentally.
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I. INTRODUCTION

After the seminal experimental studies by Schmidt and collaborators [1] on fission yields of neutron-deficient isotopes in the range 85 ≤ Z ≤ 92, it was often assumed that fission yields in the heavy-element region were well mapped out and understood: asymmetric fission in most of the actinide region, onset of symmetric fission above A ≈ 258 and below A ≈ 226. However, in earlier, more limited studies, for lower proton numbers near Z = 82 and nucleon numbers near A = 200 hints of asymmetric fission had been reported at energies about 10 MeV above the barrier saddle energy [2, 3]. As is the case in many proposed models of heavy-element fission yields [4, 5], here also explanations in terms of fragment shells were proposed [6]. The recent discovery of asymmetric fission of 180Hg, following electron capture (EC) on 180Tl and associated theoretical study [7] showed that fission yields could not be simply connected to fragment shell properties. Arguments based on fragment shells had anticipated symmetric fission for this system, which would lead to two fragments with 50 neutrons each, namely two 90Zr fission fragments. In contrast to fragment-shell arguments, it is necessary to take into account how the system evolves to the final state of separated nuclei, and not just base models on the energies of the possible final states [8]. Such a theory needs to involve the potential energy between the ground-state and the separated fragments, a principle already invoked by Bohr [9] immediately after the discovery of fission. To this day, this picture remains a pillar of fission theory and is invoked in all fundamental approaches, for example Refs. [10–14]. We have given further, more complete comments on other potential-energy and fission-yield calculations in Refs. [8, 15, 16].

The observed asymmetric fission of 180Hg, while not anticipated, can be understood on the basis of the associated fission potential-energy-surface calculated as a function of five shape degrees of freedom [7, 12]. This shape family includes all shapes within the three-quadratic surface parameterization that were expected to be relevant in the evolution of the system from the ground-state shape to shapes in the vicinity of scission, where the system divides into two distinct fragments. The specific features of the calculated potential-energy landscape for 180Hg made it possible to offer a theoretical explanation, from static considerations alone, why an asymmetric yield was observed in this experiment [7]. But calculated potential-energy surfaces for other systems often have structures that do not allow similar unambiguous conclusions about fission-fragment mass asymmetry. In Ref. [7] no general method for obtaining fission-fragment mass distributions based on these surfaces was introduced.

To overcome the limitations of phenomenological and simple static-only approaches, we have recently developed a method based on a more microscopic foundation, namely Brownian shape motion on five-dimensional (5D) potential-energy surfaces. In benchmark studies it has been shown to describe fission-fragment yields along isotope chains where the yield properties rapidly change [8, 16, 17]. We apply this method in its simple Metropolis random-walk approximation [8], BSM(M), to the new region of interest in fission, namely neutron-deficient Hg isotopes and present calculated results for eight even-even isotopes, 174Hg–188Hg, for three compound-nucleus excitation energies: near-barrier energies (Bf + 2 MeV), 20 MeV, and 40 MeV. Because the BSM(M) yields are sensitive to the detailed structure of the 5D surfaces, it is useful to review some aspects of their structure as well as EC-delayed fission. We calculate the yield for eight isotopes but will refer extensively to 180Hg for illustrative examples.

II. ELECTRON CAPTURE

When 180Tl EC decays to daughter states in 180Hg, energy levels from the ground state up to an energy QEC
may be populated. These states subsequently decay by (1) $\gamma$ de-excitation, (2) proton emission, (3) $\alpha$ emission, or (4) fission. The EC decay intensity to a level at energy $E_{ex}$ in the daughter is proportional to a product of the square of the nuclear matrix element, or $\beta$-strength function, and a phase-space factor, which is roughly proportional to $(Q_{EC} - E_{ex})^5$ [18]. We show in Fig. 1 the calculated strength function for EC on $^{180}$Tl. The calculation is based on a quasi-particle random-phase approximation [20–22]. The deformation used is the deformation of the daughter ground state. Branching ratios to different decay modes from the daughter $^{180}$Hg can be calculated approximately. However, these calculations are complicated by the occurrence of shape coexistence in $^{180}$Hg. Figure 2 (taken from Ref. [23] where further details of the calculation are given) shows a calculated potential-energy surface for shapes near the ground state of $^{180}$Hg. Prolate shapes are along the horizontal axis, oblate shapes along the 60-degree axis, and axially symmetric shapes in the interior of the plot. Two minima of near-equal energy exist, one near-oblate minimum at $\epsilon_2 = 0.125$ and $\gamma = 50^\circ$ and one prolate minimum at $\epsilon_2 = 0.225$ and $\gamma = 0^\circ$.

Here we do not focus on the branching between various decay modes in the daughter, but take advantage of the unique properties of electron-capture-delayed fission to learn about low-energy fission in this region of the nuclear chart. Due to the phase-space factor, only a very small fraction of the EC decays will lead to states above the fission barrier. At these high energies the positions of the nuclear levels, as calculated in any model, are not very accurate. Nevertheless, because of the fifth power in the phase-space factor, most of the fission decays leading to the observed yield distribution arise from fission following barrier penetration at energies one or two MeV below the saddle energy.

### III. FIVE-DIMENSIONAL POTENTIAL-ENERGY SURFACES

The calculated macroscopic-microscopic 5D surfaces are significantly more complex than 2D macroscopic surfaces, which have previously been used to understand some aspects of nuclear fission [24, 25]. We have earlier observed that microscopic effects are so significant that an accurate description of them in 5D is necessary to model fission barriers and fission-fragment yields [8, 12, 14, 16].

To illustrate that some prominent structural features of these surfaces change significantly along the isotope sequence $^{174,188}$Hg–$^{188}$Hg we show in Figs. 3–5 key features in the potential-energy surfaces for three representative nuclei, namely $^{174}$Hg, $^{180}$Hg, and $^{188}$Hg. These features have been determined by use of the immersion technique applied to the full 5D surface, as described in Refs. [12, 14]. The downward-pointing triangles indicate all minima deeper than 0.2 MeV. Upward-pointing triangles are all optimal saddles between all such pairs of minima. Nuclear shapes at locations of special interest are also shown. The solid line labeled “Fission Barrier” has been calculated in a constrained $\beta$ (multipole) parameterization up to $(Q_2/b)^{(1/2)} \approx 7$. This method can be quite deficient, in particular for large deforma-
FIG. 3. (Color online) Minima, saddles, major valleys and ridges in the 5D potential-energy surface of \(^{174}\text{Hg}\) (see text). At the last plotted point on the fission barrier, \((Q_2/b)^{(1/2)} \approx 10.5\), the asymmetry of the shape is \(A_H/A_L = 104/70\).

FIG. 4. (Color online) Minima, saddles, major valleys and ridges in the 5D potential-energy surface of \(^{180}\text{Hg}\) (see text). At the last plotted point on the fission barrier, \((Q_2/b)^{(1/2)} \approx 11\), the asymmetry of the shape is \(A_H/A_L = 108/72\).

FIG. 5. (Color online) Minima, saddles, major valleys, and major ridges in the 5D potential-energy surface of \(^{188}\text{Hg}\). The ridge indicated by a solid line with triangles is the ridge between the fission barrier and both of the valleys. For low \(Q_2\) it is also the ridge between the two valleys. For higher \(Q_2\) there is a bifurcation and the ridge between the two valleys is given by the dotted line. At the last plotted point on the fission barrier, \((Q_2/b)^{(1/2)} = 12\), the asymmetry of the shape is \(A_H/A_L = 111/77\).

defined by the bottom of the fission valley, identified as that valley along which nuclear shapes are most similar to the saddle-point shape.

For \(^{174}\text{Hg}\) in Fig. 3, the potential-energy surface is relatively simple. The “fission barrier” path loses stability with respect to some of the four additional shape degrees of freedom just beyond \((Q_2/b)^{(1/2)} = 10\), because the ridge disappears here. At this and nearby elongations a symmetric trough exists in the potential surface. The fission valley is stabilized with respect to this trough by a low ridge indicated by a solid line with upward-pointing triangles. At larger deformation the minimum energy is an asymmetric valley with \(A_H/A_L \approx 113/61\). Other valleys exist at higher energies but are not very prominent because they are only weakly stabilized by rather low ridges that are only about 0.5 MeV high. In EC-delayed fission following EC on \(^{174}\text{Tl}\) a 2.5-MeV energy range above the barrier would be accessible.

For \(^{180}\text{Hg}\) in Fig. 4 more prominent, higher ridges and and deeper valleys are present than for \(^{174}\text{Hg}\) in Fig. 3. The deepest and most persistent valleys in the surface are an asymmetric (dashed) and a symmetric (dot-dashed) valley. These valleys are referred to as fusion valleys because they appear at large deformations and correspond to zero neck radius and specific mass divisions, or equivalently targets and projectiles. The valleys and ridges are also more prominent than in the macroscopic 2D calculation shown in Fig. 11 in Ref. [24], for a nearby system. For \(^{180}\text{Hg}\) in Fig. 4 the fission saddle and fission valley just beyond are separated from the fusion valleys by a ridge that initially, at the saddle, is more than five MeV...
FIG. 6. Calculated yields for four Hg isotopes at three excitation energies. All yield curves are based on 50000 trajectories. For the lighter isotopes the yields become more symmetric with decreasing energy, an unusual behavior.

high. The ridge rapidly decreases in height as the system elongates and at \((Q_2/b)^{1/2} \approx 11\) the fission valley ends. This is somewhat similar to the disappearance of the fission valley at \(r \approx 2.3\) in the macroscopic potential-energy surface in Fig. 11 of Ref. [24]. In EC-delayed fission \(Q_{EC}\) is so low that only the fission-barrier valley is accessible for elongations less than \((Q_2/b)^{1/2} \approx 11\) because access to other valleys is blocked by high ridges. At this value of \(Q_2\) a quite well-developed neck has formed and it is reasonable to expect that the nucleus at this point is close to dividing into two separate fragments with the mass division of this configuration, namely \(A_H/A_L = 108/72\), defined as described in Ref. [12]. Further discussion is in Ref. [7].

Equally prominent features are present for \(^{188}\text{Hg}\), shown in Fig. 5. The fission valley is stabilized to quite large elongations; the calculations show it exists up to \((Q_2/b)^{1/2} \approx 13\) where its energy is 9.9 MeV and the mass division \(A_H/A_L = 111/77\).

In Ref. [7] and in the summary discussion above, we could give arguments about the expected mean mass asymmetry in fission of \(^{180}\text{Hg}\) only because the compound-nucleus energy was sufficiently low that the fission valley, which is protected by the very high ridge, defined the asymmetry of the system until the nascent fragments were almost fully formed. But in other systems, for example \(^{174}\text{Hg}\), such arguments are not possible. The BSM(M) fission-yield model does not suffer from these limitations; it permits us to calculate fission yields for any system at energies above the fission saddle energy. We apply it to the eight even-even Hg isotopes in the range \(174 \leq A \leq 188\).

### IV. CALCULATED YIELDS FOR \(^{174}\text{Hg}\)--\(^{188}\text{Hg}\)

In order to calculate the fragment mass yields for the eight neutron-deficient Hg isotopes, we apply the recently introduced method of Brownian shape motion [8]. It involves Metropolis walks on the five-dimensional lattice of 3QS shapes for which the potential energy versus deformation is available [14]. The walks start from the
FIG. 7. Calculated yields for four Hg isotopes at three excitation energies. For $^{188}$Hg the starting point is the outermost minimum, just inside the saddle and the lowest-energy curve is based on 10000 trajectories rather than 50000 for all other yield curves. The yields become more sharply asymmetric for heavier isotopes.

second minimum and terminate when the neck radius drops below a specified value $c_0 = 2.5$ fm. For $^{188}$Hg, we start instead in the pronounced third minimum located near $(Q_2/b)^{(1/2)} = 8.5$. As shown in Ref. [16], this procedure is appropriate for shape evolutions in the strongly-damped limit where the inertial masses may be ignored and it provides an exact solution of the associated Smoluchowski transport equation when the dissipation is isotropic. Because the mass yields $P(A_f)$ are rather insensitive to the specific structure of the dissipation tensor, the simple Metropolis procedure represents a good first approximation. More refined calculations would require detailed knowledge of the shape-dependent dissipation tensor, which is not yet well understood.

Figs. 6 and 7 show calculated yields for eight even Hg isotopes from $^{174}$Hg to $^{188}$Hg. For each isotope we have calculated the yield for three different excitation energies: 2 MeV above the calculated saddle energy, 20 MeV, and 40 MeV.

Experimental data exist only for fission of $^{180}$Hg from states below $Q_{EC} \approx 10.5$ MeV, populated in electron capture on $^{180}$Tl [7]. The experimental analysis indicates a mass yield that is clearly asymmetric, with the most probable heavy and light masses of $A_H = 100$ and $A_L = 80$, respectively, with a width $\sigma = 4$, and with an uncertainty of the locations of the peaks of $\approx 1$ [7]. Our previous theoretical analysis, based purely on static arguments obtained “an asymmetry smaller than $A_H/A_L = 108/72$” [7]. We note that the calculated yields for $^{180}$Hg become narrower as the compound-system energy decreases. At the lowest energy, 2 MeV above the barrier, the maximum moves toward the observed asymmetry of 100/80; in the discrete grid used in the calculations the maximum is at $A_L \approx 75.6$, only 4.4 below the stated experimental value. The BSM(M) model is applicable only to fission at energies above the fission saddle-point energy and cannot at present describe fission below the barrier, at which energies most of the observed experimental yield originates. Therefore the differences between the calculated and the experimental EC-delayed
fission yields do not necessarily indicate a problem with the model.

The discovery of asymmetric fission in $^{180}$Hg was unexpected from simple systematic extrapolations. Our calculated results for the sequence $^{174}$Hg–$^{188}$Hg show interesting systematic trends in the calculated yields both as a function of neutron number and as a function of energy. Systematic experimental studies would greatly aid efforts to further refine theoretical models.

The following trends in the calculated fission-fragment mass distributions in Figs. 6 and 7 are particularly notable:

- For the lighter isotopes the yield distributions are flatter and less dependent on energy than in the heavier region.
- For $^{174}$Hg and $^{176}$Hg the yield distribution becomes more symmetric with decreasing energy, for $^{174}$Hg this feature is very strong. For the heavier isotopes the distributions become less symmetric with decreasing energy; that is, the peak-to-valley ratio decreases with increasing energy, the “normal” behavior. Thus it would be highly valuable to test experimentally the theoretical prediction of an anomalous energy dependence for the lighter Hg isotopes.

V. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

In our previous studies and benchmarking of the BSM(M) model we applied it to nuclei from light Th isotopes to heavy Fm isotopes, that is across most of the actinide region. We obtained encouraging agreement with experimental data across this entire region, including the changing asymmetry with neutron number of the observed yields in Th and the onset of narrow symmetric yields near $^{258}$Fm [8, 17]. Some of our results indicated that it is the combined influence of structures in the potential-energy surface in the entire deformation range from the second minimum to near scission that governs the final yields, not just saddle-region properties, scission-region properties, or final “fragment-shell” properties, assumptions that are often the basis of more phenomenological fission-yield models.

But, in the actinide region the effects of the $Z = 50$ and $N = 82$ shells are so strong that they appear very early in the division process, already near the outer fission saddle point. Therefore, the agreement with experimental data in previous studies is partly related to the description of this very dominant feature in the potential-energy surface. We would remark, however, that while our description of the average heavy-fragment mass in actinide fission arises naturally from the properties of the potential surface before scission [12], consideration of fragment shell effects alone often [4, 5] requires postulating an additional highly deformed shell at $N \approx 88$ along with the spherical shell at $N = 82$ in order to arrive at the observed mass. In the Hg isotopes there is no such obvious dominant feature so the asymmetry observed here is, as previously pointed out [7], a new type of asymmetric fission that has its origins in the more local properties of the potential-energy surface, which are less general, less dominant, and difficult to intuitively anticipate because the potential energy is a complicated surface in the multi-dimensional space of nuclear shapes. By “local” we mean that a specific yield character extends only over a limited range in $N$ and $Z$ and is due to properties of the potential-energy surface over a limited deformation range somewhat beyond the saddle region but not persisting to scission. These properties cannot be anticipated from microscopic effects in the fragments, which are weak here and do not survive to near the saddle.

In contrast, in the actinide region many simple, almost hand-waving arguments have, because of the strong shell effects there, historically “explained” fission yields fairly well. But, in our judgment, the fairly good reproduction of the experimental data in those regions does not convincingly show that the essential physics of the fission process has been correctly identified, because the applicability of the models seems limited to nuclei in the vicinity of the actinide region. The neutron-deficient Hg region offers more challenges than the actinide region but also opportunities to develop fission-yield models with better predictive power. To further study these new drivers of fission properties, detailed comparisons between calculations such as those here and new experimental data can be expected to add to our understanding of the many aspects of fission.
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